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practice definition 1 action rather than thought or
ideas 2 used to describe what really happens as opposed
to what learn more the meaning of practice is carry out
apply how to use practice in a sentence synonym
discussion of practice practice means doing something
regularly in order to be able to do it better a
practice is one of these periods of doing something she
was taking all three of her daughters to basketball
practice every day the hard practice necessary to
develop from a learner to an accomplished musician noun
translating an idea into action a hard theory to put
into practice synonyms praxis see more verb carry out
or practice as of jobs and professions practice law
synonyms do exercise practise see more verb engage in
or perform synonyms commit see more check pronunciation
practice definition of practice noun in oxford advanced
learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
practice with a c or practise with an s which spelling
is correct in american english practice is always right
in british english whether practice or practise is the
correct choice depends on its role in the sentence how
can you know which form to use in american english
practice may function as a noun or a verb regardless of
its role quick summary in british english and other
varieties the spelling practise is used as a verb and
the spelling practice is used as a noun american
english uses practice as both the noun and verb form
avoiding practise altogether revised on august 21 2023
practice and practise are two different spellings of
the verb meaning train by repetition or engage
professionally in something the noun is always spelled
practice the spelling of the verb varies based on
whether you re writing in uk or us english 1 used as an
uncountable noun practice involves doing something
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regularly in order to improve your ability at it your
skiing will get better with practice he has to do a lot
of music practice 2 used as a countable noun a practice
is something that is done regularly for example as a
custom practice is the act of rehearsing a behavior
repeatedly to help learn and eventually master a skill
the word derives from the greek πρακτική praktike
feminine of πρακτικός praktikos fit for or concerned
with action practical 1 and that from the verb πράσσω
prasso to achieve bring about effect accomplish 2
definition of practice 1 as in rehearsal a private
performance or session in preparation for a public
appearance we held one last practice before the big
concert synonyms similar words relevance rehearsal
trial dry run exercise dress rehearsal preview drill
walk through run through 2 as in habit practice verb
regular activity t to do something regularly often
according to a custom religion or set of rules or as a
habit the new government has promised all citizens the
right to practice their religion practicing safe sex is
an important way of avoiding hiv infection as a verb
practice means to repeat a task or activity to increase
skill level or simply to perform an activity regularly
even without the goal of increasing aptitude for
example practice your scales so you will improve as a
pianist you must practice your religious rituals to
maintain holiness when to use practise what does
practise mean in a new book cultivating communities of
practice a guide to managing knowledge the authors
offer a practical guide to making knowledge work inside
an organization in this excerpt the authors detail
seven design principles for cultivating communities
everything from design for evolution to combine
familiarly and excitement noun uk ˈpræk tɪs us ˈpræk
tɪs add to word list add to word list a2 no plural the
act of doing an activity again and again to get better
at it �� �� we need a lot more practice before the
concert the things people do or how they do them �� ��
business practices the illegal practice of copying cds
be out of practice updated june 24 2022 a professor of
practice also called a clinical professor is an
experienced and successful non academic professional
appointed in an academic role this role is often a
suitable choice for individuals who want to spread
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their knowledge of a specific industry a a practice is
a journal for clinicians worldwide that supports the
educational missions of the international anesthesia
research society and anesthesia analgesia by publishing
short yet informative peer reviewed articles that
simply describe a the unique perioperative or chronic
pain related clinical care of one to three patients b
an maggie sensei maggie sensei is a japanese grammar
guide site designed to teach japanese as it is used in
everyday life the site s mascot is a dog named maggie
who sadly has passed away lessons are brief and provide
easy to understand explanations of various grammar
points and there are a lot of lessons 1 countable noun
you can refer to something that people do regularly as
a practice some firms have reached agreements to cut
workers pay below the level set in their contract a
practice that is illegal in germany synonyms custom use
way system more synonyms of practice 2 variable noun
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practice english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 19
2024 practice definition 1 action rather than thought
or ideas 2 used to describe what really happens as
opposed to what learn more
practice definition meaning merriam webster Mar 18 2024
the meaning of practice is carry out apply how to use
practice in a sentence synonym discussion of practice
practice definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Feb 17 2024 practice means doing something
regularly in order to be able to do it better a
practice is one of these periods of doing something she
was taking all three of her daughters to basketball
practice every day the hard practice necessary to
develop from a learner to an accomplished musician
practice definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan
16 2024 noun translating an idea into action a hard
theory to put into practice synonyms praxis see more
verb carry out or practice as of jobs and professions
practice law synonyms do exercise practise see more
verb engage in or perform synonyms commit see more
practice noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Dec 15 2023 check pronunciation practice
definition of practice noun in oxford advanced learner
s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
practice or practise which spelling is right grammarly
Nov 14 2023 practice with a c or practise with an s
which spelling is correct in american english practice
is always right in british english whether practice or
practise is the correct choice depends on its role in
the sentence how can you know which form to use in
american english practice may function as a noun or a
verb regardless of its role
practice vs practise what s the difference dictionary
com Oct 13 2023 quick summary in british english and
other varieties the spelling practise is used as a verb
and the spelling practice is used as a noun american
english uses practice as both the noun and verb form
avoiding practise altogether
practice vs practise definition difference examples Sep
12 2023 revised on august 21 2023 practice and practise
are two different spellings of the verb meaning train
by repetition or engage professionally in something the
noun is always spelled practice the spelling of the
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verb varies based on whether you re writing in uk or us
english
what is the difference between practice and practise
Aug 11 2023 1 used as an uncountable noun practice
involves doing something regularly in order to improve
your ability at it your skiing will get better with
practice he has to do a lot of music practice 2 used as
a countable noun a practice is something that is done
regularly for example as a custom
practice learning method wikipedia Jul 10 2023 practice
is the act of rehearsing a behavior repeatedly to help
learn and eventually master a skill the word derives
from the greek πρακτική praktike feminine of πρακτικός
praktikos fit for or concerned with action practical 1
and that from the verb πράσσω prasso to achieve bring
about effect accomplish 2
practice synonyms 78 similar words merriam webster Jun
09 2023 definition of practice 1 as in rehearsal a
private performance or session in preparation for a
public appearance we held one last practice before the
big concert synonyms similar words relevance rehearsal
trial dry run exercise dress rehearsal preview drill
walk through run through 2 as in habit
practice definition in the cambridge english dictionary
May 08 2023 practice verb regular activity t to do
something regularly often according to a custom
religion or set of rules or as a habit the new
government has promised all citizens the right to
practice their religion practicing safe sex is an
important way of avoiding hiv infection
practice vs practise what s the difference writing
explained Apr 07 2023 as a verb practice means to
repeat a task or activity to increase skill level or
simply to perform an activity regularly even without
the goal of increasing aptitude for example practice
your scales so you will improve as a pianist you must
practice your religious rituals to maintain holiness
when to use practise what does practise mean
cultivating communities of practice a guide to managing
Mar 06 2023 in a new book cultivating communities of
practice a guide to managing knowledge the authors
offer a practical guide to making knowledge work inside
an organization in this excerpt the authors detail
seven design principles for cultivating communities
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everything from design for evolution to combine
familiarly and excitement
practice in japanese cambridge dictionary Feb 05 2023
noun uk ˈpræk tɪs us ˈpræk tɪs add to word list add to
word list a2 no plural the act of doing an activity
again and again to get better at it �� �� we need a lot
more practice before the concert the things people do
or how they do them �� �� business practices the
illegal practice of copying cds be out of practice
how to become a professor of practice in 8 steps indeed
com Jan 04 2023 updated june 24 2022 a professor of
practice also called a clinical professor is an
experienced and successful non academic professional
appointed in an academic role this role is often a
suitable choice for individuals who want to spread
their knowledge of a specific industry
a a practice lww Dec 03 2022 a a practice is a journal
for clinicians worldwide that supports the educational
missions of the international anesthesia research
society and anesthesia analgesia by publishing short
yet informative peer reviewed articles that simply
describe a the unique perioperative or chronic pain
related clinical care of one to three patients b an
japanese online grammar guides tofugu Nov 02 2022
maggie sensei maggie sensei is a japanese grammar guide
site designed to teach japanese as it is used in
everyday life the site s mascot is a dog named maggie
who sadly has passed away lessons are brief and provide
easy to understand explanations of various grammar
points and there are a lot of lessons
practice definition in american english collins english
Oct 01 2022 1 countable noun you can refer to something
that people do regularly as a practice some firms have
reached agreements to cut workers pay below the level
set in their contract a practice that is illegal in
germany synonyms custom use way system more synonyms of
practice 2 variable noun
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